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Because the future is too far away... 

what is important for the next generation?

"...the focus is on my children. Pacific culture, values and beliefs are important.  Being an
independent Pacific woman is important to me. Introducing my children to difficulties of life is
good..."

"...teach children to
be strong and
focussed on their
goals..."

REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES YOUTH
IDENTITY

WHAT MAKES
YOU PROUD TO
BE PACIFIC?

FAMILY & FAITH

"...Faith and family are very important in all of our lives..."

"...The integrity, discipline and support that comes with
family..."

"...my family, teaching me the values that makes me Pacific,
and providing support I can rely on..."

"...caring for one another, being loved - my parents gifting
me with their language..."

"...my roots, the family connection..."

OUR ANCESTORS' SACRIFICE

"...being able to give back to my family on the islands..."

"...a legacy that I can be proud of, and represent..."

"...coming from a generation of people who have fought and
worked hard..."

"...nothing is given, everything is earned. Earned from our
ancestors and parents..."

"...the rich history we have about our ancestors and stories
behind where we come from..."

"...from the Pacific Islands I represent - Mate Ma'a Tonga..."

"...knowing what our ancestors had to do for us to be
where we are today..."

"...knowing the family history..."

COMMUNITY

"...the love and support shown within the community..."

OUR DIVERSE CULTURES

"...embracing multiple cultures through showcasing at
Pacific events..."

"...to be able to speak various languages..."

"...our knowledge of cultural customes and traditions..."

"...our food..."

"...being able to share our cultures with others..."

"...embracing our culture through academics and art,
performances..."

"...expressing my culture to everyone, and showing them
who I am, and who I represent..."

"...learning your own cultural protocols and language..."

THE WAY WE DO THINGS

"...growing up in a church environment..."

"...the respect shown..."

"...our youth and generations of inter-racial
marriage..."

"...we are gifted with various talents..."

"...a whole new ethnicity within Aotearoa..."

"...our unique point of view..."

"...the way Pacific people do things is
different from any other non-Pacific..."

WHAT CHALLENGES DO
YOU FACE AS A PACIFIC

PERSON?

FAMILY PRESSURE

"...walking between two worlds..."

BEING JUDGED

"...people treat me differently from other
Samoans because of my skin colour..."

FOOD & TRANSPORT

"...always been late because there is no
car for us to be dropped off.."

"...not having any lunch for school..."

CHURCH

"...Church can take up all of your time,
and not free you up..."

"...pressure from parents to become
lawyers and doctors..."

"...some parents have a limited
understanding of university - so you

can't talk to them about it..."

"...high expectations from family and
hard to please parents..."

"...being judged for not knowing how to
speak my cultural tongue..."

"...always thinking whatever I do is wrong
in a cultural setting..."

"...I am proud to be a Pacific Kiwi! I grew up with visions of Pacific being a paradise, but
our children won't see that.  They won't appreciate the combination of being Kiwi born,
and linking it to their culture i.e. the island homes are not the same as we remember..."

"...my Tongan church is important to me and my
children. I believe they will keep our language if
they stay in church..."

"...we love church, it is the source
of eternal life..."

"...I want my children to be successful here in
New Zealand..."

"...enough of labelling
our children as rugby
players. We need to
promote more than
just sports to our
children..."

"...Pacific can be very proud you have a culture, and able to speak your language..."
[non-Pacific]

"...I am grateful to belong to a small, strong community, that looks
after each other. Doesn't matter what Pacific Island you come
from..."
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"...when the language dies, a culture dies. When a culture
dies, our stories die, when our stories die, we will truly be
lost people...start your vision with keeping our languages
alive..."

"...my children will speak Tongan, they have no choice.  I
like this play group for my children to hear their
language..."

"...we need our Pacific people in positions of
influence, in positions of power, in positions of

decision making like the board of trustees,
committees and more..."

"...we need more Pacific politicians in government. We
need the political voice.  If we don't have representatives,

we don't have a voice...."

"...Pacific needs to work more with Maori to support our culture and
language...."


